[Temperature dependence of kinetic parameters of single potential dependent K+ channels in mollusc neurons. Similarity in the action of potential and temperature].
Using the patch-voltage-clamp method on excised membrane fragments from molluscan neurones temperature dependences of kinetic parameters of the fast and slow K(+)-channels were investigated in the temperature range 1 to 40 degrees C. Temperature dependences of probability of the channel open state (P0) for the slow and fast K(+)-channels are, generally, opposite, that is P0 increases for the slow channel and decreases for the fast channel with temperature. Similar dependences characterize durations of single channel open intervals (tau 0) and burst durations (t(p)). Durations of interburst and interpulse intervals (respectively, t(i) and tau) decrease for the slow channel and increase, in contrast, for the fast channel with temperature. For the channels of both types temperature dependences of P0 (as for other parameters) are essentially nonmonotonous. There are two local extrema, at least: for the slow K(+)-channel-maximum at 15 degrees C (minimum for the fast channel) and minimum at 20-25 degrees C (maximum for the fast channel). In some cases the number of local extrema may be greater than two. Some similarity in the action of temperature and membrane potential on the kinetic parameters was observed. For the slow K(+)-channel P0, tau 0 and t p increase with temperature and membrane potential. For the fast channel these parameters decrease at the same conditions. Moreover, for the channels of both types temperature dependences of the kinetic parameters are slightly pronounced at the potentials where potential dependences of the parameters are least. As a whole, temperature measurements showed that there are, possibly, several points of structural transitions (similar to phase transitions) in the temperature range 0 to 40 degrees C. Primarily, the kinetic parameters are determined by these transitions.